Abstract-This paper reports a new reading for wavelets, which is based on the classical 'De Broglie' principle. The waveparticle duality principle is adapted to wavelets. Every continuous basic wavelet is associated with a proper probability density, allowing defining the Shannon entropy of a wavelet. Further entropy definitions are considered, such as Jumarie or Renyi entropy of wavelets. We proved that any wavelet of the same family {ψ a,b (t)} a =0 has the same Shannon entropy of its mother wavelet. Finally, the Shannon entropy for a few standard wavelet families is determined.
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To begin with, a first question is raised: "Is it possible to associate an entropy measure with a wavelet"? Jumarie [9] introduced entropy associated with a given continuous differentiable function f : Ω ⊆ R → R as (R denotes the real set)
H(f (.); Ω)) := Ω |f (x)|log|f (x))dx
As a first attempt, the entropy of a continuous differentiable wavelet ψ : R → R can be defined by
The seminal Max Born footnote for interpreting the solution of Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics is applied here in the wavelet framework. As a consequence, it is suggested that wavelets can behave as some kind of little particle (corpuscle of a true random nature). Bearing in mind that the square of the wave-function is a probability density, we propose in a parallel way to associate a probability density function (PDF) p t (ψ) := ψ 2 (t) with every basic continuous wavelet ψ(t). Given that Fourier transform is an isometric transform, we can go further anchored in the Parseval identity and propose to associate ψ with an additional density function expressed by p f (ψ) := 1 2π |Ψ(w)| 2 , where Ψ(w) is the Fourier transform of ψ(t). The fundamental challenge is to determine the behaviour of a corpuscle when its freedom of motion is limited by the action of external forces: each wavelet describes a specific situation. It can be therefore stated that: "wavelets are to corpuscle as wave-functions are to particles." After unveiling such probabilistic properties associated with wavelets, it is intuitive to set up another concept: the Shannon entropy associated with a wavelet as a measure of the disorder of a signal. The entropy of a random variable can be defined in the discrete case as well as in the continuous case [10] , [11] . In the later case, the so-called Shannon differential entropy of a random variable X with probability density p(x) is defined by
The information unit depends on the base of the logarithm. For the sake of convenience, shannon (binary unit) is adopted arXiv:1502.01871v2 [cs.IT] 4 Apr 2015 2 through this paper for the information unity. 2 According to the above vindication, the entropy of a wavelet can be measured by:
Definition 1: (Shannon entropy of a wavelet). The time entropy, H t (ψ), of a continuous wavelet ψ(.) is defined by
In an parallel way, the frequency entropy, H f (ψ), of a continuous wavelet ψ(.) is defined by
The entropy gives information on the spreading of the wavelet, i.e., it furnishes a "localising measure"of the corpuscle in a particular domain (time or frequency). The probability distribution function associated with the density p t (ψ) is given by
The time Shannon entropy of a wavelet is, therefore, exactly the Jumarie entropy of the PDF related to the density ψ 2 (t), i.e., H t (ψ) = H(P (.), R). For completeness, other "non-shannonian" measures such as the Renyi entropy of order s > 0 could promptly be defined for wavelets [11] :
Indeed, while Gabor functions can be used to derive similar results, it is worth noting that standard are also wavelets. The harmonic oscillator equation solutions [4] have these properties. In fact, Hermite polynomials of degree n, H n (t), modulating a Gaussian pulse, yield either a wavelet or a scale function (respectively, n odd, n even). Now, even further class of functions such as 'wave functions' of the Schrödinger equation could also be considered, it must be remembered that they can also be interpreted as wavelets.
Conducting a careful literature search, attempts to connect wavelets and entropy were found. In 1999, Quian Quiroga, Rosso and Basar have successfully applied a disorder measure in neuroscience [12] . Here, the total energy E tot of the signal in each time window is calculated as the sum of energies of all resolution levels. The relative wavelet energy P j is computed as the ratio between the energy of each level, E j , and total energy of the signal, E tot , in the respective time window. The wavelet entropy, S W T , was then defined by
The main focus of this tool had specifically been on the electroencephalogram analysis [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Thereafter, this concept was applied to astronomy with the aim of investigating the solar activity [17] . Despite the fact that S W T had been referred to as the wavelet entropy up to now, it should not be named so. Actually, S W T depends on the analysed signal and it is not a solely feature of the ψ wavelet itself . The term "wavelet entropy"is thereby somewhat inappropriate, and it should be better called as "the entropy of a wavelet decomposition of a signal."
II. ON THE SHANNON ENTROPY OF CONTINUOUS WAVELETS
The effect of scaling or shifting a mother wavelet on the time and frequency entropy is initially examined.
Proposition 1: : Given a continuous mother wavelet ψ(.) with time entropy H t (ψ) and frequency entropy H f (ψ), the entropy of a daughter wavelet ψ a,b (t) :
Proof: . The first part follows from substituting ψ
a ) in Definition 1, and evoking that both ψ(.) and ψ a,b (.) have normalised energy. The second part is derived using |Ψ a,b (w)| 2 = |a|.|Ψ(aw)| 2 . The highest time entropy among all supportly compacted wavelets is achieved by the Haar wavelet. This is in agreement with the fact that maximum entropy of a discrete random variable is achieved by a uniform distribution as it can be seen by the following proposition:
Proposition 2: : The time entropy of any wavelet of compact support is bounded by H t ψ ≤ log 2 length(Supp(ψ)), and the bound is only met by the Haar wavelet.
Proof: . Let L := length(Supp(ψ)) denote the length of the support of the wavelet and ∆ := H t (ψ) − log 2 L. Clearly
The upper bound is only achieved by a Haar scaled version ψ This result can equally be translated into the frequency domain, deriving, for instance, Corollary 2: : The frequency Shannon entropy of the deO wavelet [18] is upper bounded by H f (deO) log 2 (π + 3πα).
A pertinent comment should now be pointed out. According to the deterministic approach, in the cases where the wavelet waveform is fully known, so is its spectrum. One could argue that there is no information in the frequency domain. Now, this reasoning is fallacious. If the wavelet spectrum is perfectly determined, no information is provided in the time domain! Instead of this, it seems to be some amount of information in both domains matching with the Gabor uncertainty principle. In the probabilistic interpretation offered in this paper, even knowing ψ(.) and Ψ(.), it do exists some nonzero uncertainty in both time and frequency domain. The global entropy would be partially due to the (inherent) time-uncertainty and partially due to the (inherent) frequency-uncertainty. The entropy is only added when dealing with independent variables. We assume that the mutual information between time and frequency domain is zero, i.e., I(ψ, Ψ) = H t (ψ)+H f (ψ)−H t,f (ψ) = 0.
An interesting argument consists of defining the global entropy of a wavelet as the sum of the entropy in both domains.
Formally,
Definition 2: (Global entropy of a continuous wavelet). The global entropy of a wavelet ψ(.) is defined by
A direct property follows from such a definition: every daughter wavelet has the same global entropy of the mother wavelet, some sort of conservation principle. It follows then Corollary 3: : The global entropy is preserved within the same wavelet family {ψ a,b (t)} a =0,b R so we are able to find a unique entropy value associate to a wavelet basis.
Thermodynamic concepts of entropy are always related to the temperature. Particularly, common units for entropy are Joule.K −1 and cal.K −1 . Having defined the entropy of wavelets, another concept of interest could be the "temperature of a wavelet". This modus operandi suggests computing the temperature as the ratio between energy and entropy of the wavelet, i.e., T ψ := E ψ /H ψ , where Complex Morlet
de Oliveira e ψ(t, α) = s(t − 0.5, α) (CdeO) m ψ(t, α) = s(t − 0.5, α) s and s defined according to [18] .
Since the two densities ψ 2 (t) and 1 2π |Ψ(w)| 2 are related via the transform pair ψ(t) ⇔ Ψ(w), the time-frequency relationship is disclosed on the "partition"of the total uncertainty. The concept of isoresolution (introduced [19] ) can now be bringing into play. Specifically, "Are there wavelets that achieve the same entropy in both domain"? A class of signals that hold special and nice-looking properties are the invariant signals under the Fourier transform. Wavelets that belong to this specific class achieve matching time and frequency entropy, upholding the earlier idea of isoresolution. Evoking the following proposition can easily prove this [19] : Proposition 3: : Possible eigenvalues of the Fourier transform operator are one of the four roots of the unit (±1, ±j) times √ 2π. Proof: : see [19] .
Proposition 4: : Isoresolution wavelets hold
Proof: : Fourier eingenfunction wavelets possess |Ψ(w)| = √ 2π|ψ(w)| and the proof follows.
In order to gain insight into this new thought on wavelets, a number of standard wavelets were selected (Table I) and we plotted both time and frequency density functions associated with such wavelets (Figure 1 ). It is valuable remarking that CMor and gauss1 are transform-invariant wavelets; hence achieve isoresolution [19] , yielding a balanced time and frequency entropy (see Proposition 4). Furthermore, Gabor inequality established a lower bound on the product between the variances associated with these two densities. There might thus exist some uncertainty principle between the time and the frequency entropy, i.e., a lower bound on H t (ψ).H f (ψ).
Proposition 5: : The uncertainty principle for Shannon entropy of a wavelet family is given by
The minimum of the product H t (ψ). (H ψ − H t (ψ)) is achieved when H t (ψ) = H ψ /2 so that H t (ψ) = H f (ψ), establishing thereby the bound.
The entropy of the wavelets presented in Table I was subsequently determined (Table II) , displaying how much the Morlet wavelet is endowed with wavelet analysis. The closed expression for the entropy of the (complex) Morlet wavelet is
so that H CM or = log 2 (πe). The time entropy of the standard Haar wavelet is equal to unity as predicted by Proposition 2. Alike, the frequency entropy of the complex Shannon wavelet is bounded by log 2 (π)
The frequency entropy of de Oliveira wavelet is bounded by H f (deO) < log 2 (π + 3πα), i.e., 2.030008 and 2.329568 for α=0.1 and 0.2, respectively (referenced at the URL of the author's Website http://www2.ee.ufpe.br/codec/WEBLET.html)
We speculate that the minimum entropy H is achieved by a double Gaussian distribution (time and frequency domain), which is entirely in agreement with the long-standing concept of logon by Gabor [5] . In fact, a couple of wavelets are particularly significant: Morlet wavelet and Haar wavelet. Inquiringly, these were exactly pioneer wavelets! A good number of orthogonal wavelets cannot be described by analytical expressions, but fairly via filter coefficients [20] Daubechies, Symmlets, Coiflets, or even Mathieu wavelets [21] . The Shannon entropy of such wavelets can be found by 
Two-scale relation of the wavelet: g k . In these cases,
The (discrete) probability density of ψ is described by the probabilities g Let H 2 (p) := −p.log 2 p−(1−p).log 2 (1−p) be the Shannon binary entropy [6] . The Shannon entropy of the dB1 wavelet
